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 Speakers: 

IQAC briefing: Dr.Aditi Bhattacharya 

Principal’s address regarding the aims of Allocution: Dr.Mazahar Ahamad Farooqui 

Environmental perspectives in religion - (Dr. Haseeb Ahmed)  

IPR and Preparation for “Avishkar” competition   - (Dr.Nazneen Akhtar) 

Vote of thanks and compilation of the programme: Dr.Madhuri Saharabudhe 

Briefing of the IQAC:  

It gives me great pleasure to introduce you to an interactive session of presentation that will enlighten us 

all regarding newer teaching and learning methods as well as research.  

New methodologies have given a thrust to teaching and learning and we need to imbibe these techniques 

to further our goals set for excellence .Eloquence is a key potential of a teacher that needs to be sharpened 

and such a platform can provide that recourse. “Change is the only that is constant” and newer technology 

and skills have to be developed in a growing , competing world. May I take the opportunity to brief you 

about the goals of  allocution: 

• Bringing research to the fore front ; centre stage 

• Attempt a bench mark if possible, generation of patents. 

• Promote interdisciplinary research. 

• Ignite research minds in students. 

Briefing of the Principal:  

Some highlights of the lecture were as follows: Devotion and sincerity  to your work , encourage paper 

reading during allocutions , help each other in research , involve students in research work , frame code of 

conduct for research and consultancies , explore avenues for getting sponsorships for research projects , 

application based research work that will help the society  at large, widening our horizons by keeping 

ourselves open to the diaspora of knowledge. 

 



 Global consensus of several countries is at least there on one agenda “Environment” Better late than never 

as they say. Dr.Haseeb Ahmed deliberated on “Environmental perspectives and religion” He gave 

a lucid presentation on how every religion has a mention regarding environment , our ethics 

regarding other living forms on this earth , respect for biodiversity etc.  

The second speaker was Ms.Nazneen Akhtar who spoke on IPR and the University level 

competition “Avishkar” that promotes innovation.She has given a vivid presentation on the patent 

life cycle, kind of research work required for grant of patents, validity of patents, types of patents 

( utility, design, provisional patent and plant patent),  fees structure, process of filing of patent etc. 

She also spoke on the filing of Australian patents, block chain security given for patents, patents 

that have been filed by faculty of the College etc. 

She also spoke on types of preparations needed for Avishkar competition ,how to plan the research, 

how to present the research work. She was a participant herself and won a prize and hence was in 

a better position to talk about it.  

The programme ended with a compilation of the lectures and formal thanks to all by Dr.Madhuri 

Sahasrabudhe. 
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Dr.Haseeb Ahmed speaking on “Environmental perspectives in religion” 
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